Boys' Day out
to Avebury

This was advertised as 70 miles
and started on a cool bright
morning. Malcolm Jackson was
leading out of Dudbridge and
following were Peter Kwan, Peter
Day and Alan Craven.

road turned into a track. This was a
long bumpy climb and my lack of
food kicked in and I struggled to
keep going. So admitting defeat I
stopped and had my lunch before
continuing. The track turned into a
road which passed a former
airfield and then we dived into an
overgrown and bumpy track,
apparently a part of the National
Cycle Network. The bonus of this
track is that cars can never go
along this route.

After tea we went to the ancient
circle and propped up our bikes.
Our yellow jerseys attracted a
This also happened to be the day
swarm of insects. So we went to see
of England vs Germany in the
the stones but we got the beetles.
giant soccer tournament so we
We ate our lunch in the hot sun. I
expected the roads to be empty.
bought a few bananas from the
But soon we were in Crudwell
village shop. The lady there
with bicycles whizzing past us. It
thought that given the Lycra and
turned out that we had picked
bananas I must be in taking part a
Juddering along we were whipped
some of the route of the Crudwell
race. The second time that day I
by tall grass and nettles. The track
“Le Mans” 24 hours bicycle race.
was mistaken for an athlete.
got a bit wider and I found a pair
We got a big cheer from the crowds
The afternoon heat was beginning
of Foster Grant reading glasses,
that lined the final stretch up to the
power 2.5. Exactly the strength that to fade as we set off home. The first
finishing post, who thought that
part was on car free tracks again
Alan uses. Presumably bumped
we were competing.
out of the pocket of another cyclist. and then deserted roads.
First stop was Malmesbury and
We went up Trow Lane to a
Then we got to Avebury. The
coffee where Colin Tillard joined
railway bridge and being boys we
village hall was doing teas.
us. I bought two lunches from the
stopped to peer over the high
Tourists hadn't wandered far
Co-op.
parapet. The line towards
enough so most of them missed
Then we went along roads
out on the splendid cakes and tea Chippenham stretched out
becoming more unfamiliar as we
completely straight as far as the
at a most reasonable rate.
headed across the M4. Then the
eye could see. And while admiring
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Brunel's engineering we had
another treat because an Intercity
HST was rumbling up the line. So
we took pictures and waved and
another bonus, the driver sounded
the horn. I like to think that he was
What does cycling do to your
sounding his horn for us and not
heart? It makes it very fit. For susas a warning to line workers who
tained exercise it is ahead of any
might be near the bridge.
other sport. Rowing follows some
Towards Malmesbury it was
way behind. If you are a keen cycapparent that while the England
list what exactly happens to your
flags were still flying they
heart? First it gets bigger to cope
appeared to be at half mast. Alan's
with the effort. This is a normal reback was playing up so he called
sponse to getting fit. The heart
up the SAG wagon. The rest of us
pumps a larger volume of blood.
went around looking for a decent
But when you are at rest, to deliver
pub and failed. We got to the Three
the same flow the heart needs to
Cups and foul racist language was
beat slower. Normally people at
spewing out of the open window.
rest will have greater than 60 beats
There were rude words about a
per minute. Cyclists are likely to be
referee in some Giant Earth Soccer
slower and the fittest can get very
Tournament.
low like five times winner of the
Instead we headed a short way to Tour de France, Miguel Indurain
the idyllic country bliss of the
who had a resting pulse of 29 bpm.
Rose and Crown at
The bigger heart means a thinner
Brokenborough. We watched the
chest wall. This distorts the elecstarlings wheel around coming
trical signal on an ECG heart monback to roost. The swallows lined
itor. These altered signals mimic
up on the telephone wires. The
very dangerous conditions seen
piping hot chips and chilled cider
after heart attacks.
were served by very friendly staff.
So when I had a test the machine
We could have stayed there until
closing time except that we didn't played it safe and reported possible problems. The doctor saw my
have lights.
high blood pressure and the ECG
We took a leisurely ride back to
read-out and also played it safe by
Stroud as the sun set on a
sending me to hospital. Then the
memorable day.
hospital ran every test that they
had and discovered nothing. And

Hale and Hearty

there were so many needless
needles and counterproductive
catheters. So after an echocardiogram, x ray, ct scan, angiogram, 24
hour monitoring and stress test
they ran out of tests and sent me
home.
The distinguishing features
between heart damage and cycling
fitness are small and doctors might
not be familiar with them.
So if you have an ECG and it reads
abnormal but you have no other
symptoms, mention to the doctor
that you do a lot of cycling. And
maybe also mention to look for ST
elevation in the precordial leads, J
notching and convex rise in the T
wave indicating benign early repolarisation. Or something like
that.

Page Three stunna demonstrates
her mounting technique
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Seven Wheelers
in 1948

they went straight to Kent's
Bryan King (3), Gordon
Cook (7), Evelyn Jefferys (5), Caverns in Torquay (Where
Tammy's daughter Alyssa has a
Pat Jones (25).

The rest of the sheets had carefully summer job scaring visitors) and
planned routes. Added to this were followed the coastline through
the actual mileages and any devi- Torquay down to Paignton.
Peter Coleman was renowned for ations they might have taken.
his economical ways and reusing
Mostly the plans vanish under
and recycling is evident in the
pencilled strikeouts with a comarchives. An example of his thrifti- pletely different route taken. They
ness is his photo albums. These A4 probably took the train to Exeter to
folders were originally property of start. The weather was a bit cool
the Third Reich and they are filled after record heatwaves in July.
with RAF message logs, the photos
being held by their corners on cuts Sat 21
in the paper.. As treasurer he reExeter to Lownard
ported a satisfactory year at the
AGM. Somebody jokingly added This was mostly A roads to Totnes
and then to Lownard. Lownard
“They tell me that Pete's buying
was later known as Dartington
himself a brand new full length
Youth Hostel. Dartington is now
pencil as a result”.
closed having been axed among
In 1948 two very big things
Image 3: Girl up the pole in
major closures in 2006.
happened, the Stonehouse
Paignton
Wheelers club was formed and the 47 miles
27 miles
Olympics were held in London. On Sun 22
Mon 23
a very wet day in Windsor Park a
Lownard
Loop
team containing a certain Robert
Dartington to Salcombe
John Maitland won silver for
Again they did not follow their
Britain in the road race. And a
plan. They avoided the twisty
week afterwards the Wheelers
narrow hilly car filled roads by
went on their first cycle holiday. I
taking a boat from Totnes to
found some scraps of paper in the
Dartmoor along the wonderfully
archives. Each was a pencilled slip
scenic Dart River. Then they were
roughly torn from a larger sheet in
going down to Salcombe via the
penny saving style. The dates and
locations match photographs in the
file. While there were no accounts
of the trip it is possible to piece
together. So in August 1948 exactly
one week after the London
Olympics ended our intrepid seven
Wheelers go to criss cross
Dartmoor.
The first sheet has the names and I
have added their membership
numbers:

South Downs Tour
August 1948
Peter Coleman (2), Derek
Moore (4), Ron Taylor (21),
4

Image 1: Beacon Hill, Torquay

Image 4: Salcombe Castle
Image 2: Ansteys Cove
Sunday seems to have been a
rebellion. The grand circular tour
with optional loops was
completely crossed out. Instead

ferry but instead went on the main
road. The youth hostel has a
magnificent sea view and is still
operating today.
27 miles

Tues 24

Thur 26

Salcombe Loop

Brentmoor Loop

This was going to be a tour of the
A tour of Dartmoor, covering
peninsula to Bigbury-On-Sea
taking in seaside villages and cliffs.
Obviously they thought again and
the mile counter dials only moved
from 2268 to 2273 which is only
five miles. Maybe it was raining
that day?
5 miles

33 miles

Weds 25

An extra note about the mileages
shows that Peter did some
additional distance

Salcombe to Brentmoor
This was to be a day grinding
across Dartmoor. Again they
shortened the route by leaving out
Buckfastleigh abbey and taking a
more direct route. Brentmoor was

“(less 6 for Evelyn & Derek, less 12
for others)”

Sat 28
Image 7: Buckfastleigh Abbey
Buckfastleigh abbey which was
supposed to be on yesterday's
route.
26 miles.

Fri 27
Image 5: Brentmoor House

Image 9: Belmont House,
Plymouth

Brentmoor to Plymouth

Plymouth to Lownard
The planned route was straight
across Dartmoor but instead the
gang skirted around the south of
the moor. This was the longest ride
and took a bit of a detour to
Buckfastleigh. It went back to the
original hostel near Totnes.
46 miles

From the Stonehouse Wheelers
Newsletter of July 1961
Editor V.J. Turner.

Image 6: Dartmoor Sunset
a beautiful and isolated country
house in Dartmoor that closed in
1954. That was followed by
demolition in 1968 and now all that
remains is a gatepost and part of a
garden wall.

Image 8: Plymouth Naval War
Memorial
Plymouth Youth Hostel was in the
rather grand stone villa Belmont
House. Now it is a crumbling pile
on the “at risk” heritage register.

Despite the encouraging start, “The
Spoke” has been obliged to go into
hibernation owing to lack of
continued support. The joint
editors Dot Beard and Joyce
Hampton are to be thanked for all
the hard work put into it. We look
forward to the day when it can be
continued.*

23 miles

*Well done, Peter Kwan, from
your grateful readers and
contributors.
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All Those B.... (Blessed) Tandems
by Pete Day
Did I mention that Pat Ballinger
and I are now on our fourth
tandem? Let’s get it straight -- there
was absolutely nothing wrong
with any of them (apart from the
disc-braked tandem mentioned in
Spoke No. 9 ‘So Ya Wanna Ride a
Tandem?’) but each would surely
have some sort of ‘improvement’
on the previous one?

I advertised this tandem in
Trade-It, as I did all the others. Just
one phone call, as with the other
tandems, then a voice from
Birmingham which sounded like
Noddy Holder asked about the
tandem. Did it have disc brakes,
were they mechanical or hydraulic,
then finally what price for cash?

NUMBER 1
The buyers for this one saw our
advert, said they were travelling
down from Manchester to holiday
in Cornwall, would call in to see
the tandem and pay us a deposit,
then after their hols call in to pay
the balance. They did just that. I
helped the man load the tandem
onto the roof of his car (on already
prepared pallets). They gave me
cash, a friendly wave and also
drove off into the sunset.

Dawes were and still are the
affordable machines so our first
one was a steel framed model
bought from St. John Street Cycles
in Bridgwater, Somerset in 1997.
We sold this one to a couple
who were about to be married,
wanted to use it on their
honeymoon, didn’t want to try the
tandem, then drove off into the
sunset. Wonder if (a) they got
married or (b) they were still
talking after their honeymoon.
NUMBER 2
Our second, again a Dawes, was an
aluminium framed lower geared
model. The perfect tandem . . .
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Our third one, a Cannondale
Mountain tandem, was a real
beastie-boy, disc brakes the lot (For
an account of our adventures with
this machine and those dratted
disc brakes see Spoke No. 9 ‘So Ya
Wanna Ride a Tandem? Ha!’)

We had a nice email from this
couple with a photograph. Sitting
on the tandem was the lady in the
pilot seat and one of their children
on the back with kiddie cranks!
NUMBER 3

We agreed a price. He said he
would drive down the next
morning from Brum and be with
us about 11 a.m.
At exactly 10.30 there he was,
jinking about all excited to see the
tandem. One look and that was it.
Didn’t want to ride it. He came into
our counting house to count the
money, then it was off to our
garage to take wheels out,
mudguards off , turn the
handlebars then flatpack it into his
car (not an estate). Then a
handshake, ‘Cheerio Mate’ and off
into the sunset so to speak. All in
30 minutes.
Not one tandem was testridden. And only one phone call to
enquire for all of them. What
chance that?
‘THE ONE’
All our machines were ‘The One’ to
last us They were tough and
reliable. But we sold them.
Coincidentally they all had
derailleur gears, which were
responsible for some of our
documented mishaps in previous
Spokes.
Unbeknownst to Pat, secretly I
wanted out of derailleur gears on

tandems. Enough’s enough. Finito. good time, plus a change of Gear
Goodbye. Adios. Farewell.
thrown in.

a test ride on said tandem so
equipped.

We really needed to think
She was interested to hear that
seriously of trying another type of St. John would be officiating, so
gear system, because of the already into the Camper van we bundled,
mentioned mishaps.
all sandwiched and flasked up (I
know how to treat a lady) and
MY ‘PAT ON THE BACK’
headed for the ’seaside’.
Last November (2009) a nasty
When we arrived at our
thing happened to Pat in our back
destination a look of dismay on
garden, on a dismal night she
Pat’s face told me she was
tripped over and broke her left
underwhelmed - not a ’kiss-meshoulder and top arm, this was
quick’ hat in sight.
absolutely shattered, which looked
to be the end of the cycling road
We arrived at the appointed
for this brave octogenerian.
place, Thorns St. John Street
Cycles, Bridgwater, then the penny
A painful time followed for Pat
dropped. Pat had forgotten that we
as she wasn’t operated on for three
had been discussing the merits of
weeks in which time she had to
changing from derailleur gears to
wear a sling and sleep in her chair
this darn, new-fangled German
downstairs, the only medication
hub gear the Rohloff, 14 speeds in
she was on were paracetemols. The
a tin can, all snug and safe.
Specialist explained that normally
he wouldn’t operate on somebody
Incidentally I had test ridden
of Pat’s age but as she was so fit
this gear a couple of years previous
(hoorah for the tandems!) he
on a solo bike and after two weeks
would do the op.
of a 100 day money-back no
quibble guarantee had taken the
Anyway the upshot was for all
bike back having disliked the gear.
to see. Through sheer
determination and old fashioned
The disbelief in the shop that
pluck, and plenty of exercises, Pat someone had actually not liked the
is now ‘’back in the saddle again’’ gear was met with some strange
as the cowboy song goes.
looks.

Yes, it was possible, we were
told. This sly old veteran had
smuggled our crash helmets into
the van just in case, and so, duly
attired, we ventured out into the
big world - after leaving my
Barclaycard with Thorns as a
deposit.

I remembered saying to her
physiotherapist that once Pat could
raise her left arm satisfactorily that
would be it -- we could ride our
tandem and turn left instead of
having to turn right all the time.

However, that was then. This is
now. The write up praised the hub
gear for tandems with its perfect
chain line and its ability to change
gear from still, and I wanted to
give it a try.

So hats off to my rear half.
Which leads us nicely to the
tandem fest.

I fully expected to see photos of
me in the shop with DO NOT
SERVE THIS MAN plastered all
over. But no, we were welcomed
with open wallets (sorry) arms.

FIRST RIDES

As to the test ride? We were
hooked as soon as we got away.
The tandem rolled so easily, the
gears worked perfectly though at
that stage we had no hills to test
them.
So, although seemingly tying Pat
up like a kipper the whole ruse fell
into ‘plaice’ nicely.

We returned to the shop, having
We had a couple of gentle rides on
had a good chat whilst cruising
SMUGGLED
the Cannondale beastie, then, just
along, took and hour to order our
like all men, I enticed Pat to a dark
Pat’s heel marks are still visible
own personal mount, Pat’s colour
corner of Somerset one day in June where I had to drag her struggling choice, a metallic British Racing
2010 with a promise of a Wheelie
to enquire about the pissabolity of Green, and crank length choice,
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etc. had us waving farewell to the
Thorn-birds with a promise of
delivery within three weeks.
They delivered the bike in a day
less than the three weeks.
HAPPY PAPPY

at the same time. Then you would
head back for the 6.01 p.m. return
trip arriving back in Stonehouse at
9.24 p.m. These trips were
common in the 1950s and locations
like Exeter and Dorchester were
possible for a day ride.

I have to say, at the time of writing
this that we have no intention of
returning this babe. We have now
been enjoying our new found thrill
of riding a tandem without the
spectre of dirty sprockets and
broken chains and have been on
some great rides up hill and down
dale, and Pat has done over 450
miles to date. To think that just a
few months ago I had given up the
idea of any more tandem rides
with Pat-on-the-Back. But she had
other ideas. Good girl!

with a chain tool and while doing
some repairs to Kay's bike he
greeted a chap passing on a
mountain bike. The fellow replied
“Beautiful Day”. Pete muttered,
“How did he know my surname?”.
So we set off and the good thing
about the Severn vale is that it is
mostly flat. We went at a leisurely
pace crossing over the M5 several
times and being buzzed by
helicopters and biplanes visiting
Staverton. If we had time to stop
we could have grabbed handfuls of
ripe plums and damsons. In no

A Rummage in
the Archives
Looking through the archives
you get a glimpse of a world that
has vanished. Some things were
better in the old days and one such
thing was a British Railways trip.
On April 20 1958 there was a
Cyclists Special from Stonehouse
(Bristol Rd) to Matlock Bath. For
26/3d you and your cycle could be
transported 130 miles. You needed
to arrive at least ten minutes before
the departure time of 8.16 a.m. in
order to allow for loading time. I
estimate that at least 200 cyclists
were expected. Try doing that
today! A cafeteria car was attached
so you could get a snack on the
way and grab a bun for the ride.
When you arrived at 11.56 a.m.
there there were no less than
thirteen options of tours led by the
local CTC ranging from 35 to 50
miles complete with tea stops,
staggered so as to avoid turning up
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time at all we found ourselves at
the Jelly Roll Café.

Tewkesbury Tour
This year the Wheelers has been
going back to its long distance
roots. Each runs list has had at
least one day ride. One such ride
was to Tewkesbury lead by Dave
Limbrick. The ride unusually
started with coffee at Gloucester
docks. A splendid new café
provided us with refreshments
before we left. Pete was on hand

The food choice is limited but it is
all very excellent and served by
friendly staff.
On the return trip we crossed over
the Severn and past the ruined
railway viaducts high above the
flood plain that carried the
Tewkesbury to Upton line. And
then past the Mythe water
treatment plant that wasn't quite
high enough above the flood plain.
And then all through the beautiful
farms and villages, stopping to let
geese cross the road. Quiet new
cycle tracks going under the A40
and past Telford's elegant bridge
and emerging back in the docks.
Then to Dave's wonderful tea
baked using Nigella's recipes. The
onion quiche was particularly
noteworthy.

work. Even if most journeys were
less than this, a single-speed,
heavy machine which had to be
used in all winds and weathers
was not for the faint-hearted. Some
stalwarts covered even longer
the year, as older Wheelers will
distances: one cycled from his
know, you could also have seen
home in the Cotswolds to London
hordes of cyclists leaving
for the week’s work, then returned
Gloucester, heading out to Newent home at the weekend. He went
and the famous daffodil fields.
over the Berkshire Downs and
Their return was even more
remembers idyllic Sunday
spectacular: bicycles loaded down evenings, hearing songbirds
with daffodils filled the country
against a background of church
lanes creating a carnival-like
bells from villages at the foot of the
atmosphere.
Downs.

Vanishing Figures - Country Cyclists
by Tony Martin
Have you noticed the gradual
disappearance of the “country
cyclist” from our lanes? Despite
having had a presence in the
countryside for most of the
twentieth century, this humble
figure is set to become, like so
much else of our rural landscape,
just a memory.

Illustration 10: Sit up and Beg
A typical country cyclist
would have been riding an old
fashioned “sit-up-and-beg” bike,
technically a roadster cycle. I don’t
dispute that “characters” may still
be seen riding mountain bikes out
in the countryside, but it isn’t the
same. Usually journeys were for a
purpose, not just for the pleasure
of cycling and this often meant
carrying produce or paraphernalia,
sometimes some very strange loads
indeed. For example, in the Severn
vale around Gloucester, at the
Spring equinox when young eels
come up river, it was common to
see elver fishermen cycling with an
elver net balanced on their
shoulder. About the same time of

It was not until the late
1920s that most working people
could afford a bicycle; before that
cycling had mostly been a
plaything of the better-off. The
safety bicycle soon became an
instrument of change in the
countryside, for it allowed working
people a degree of freedom they
had not had before. Village
tradesmen were able to go further
afield, and by 1939, with war
looming, the demand for factory
workers meant that some country
people were covering as much as
forty miles a day to and from

Illustration 11: Elver Fisherman

You only have to look at
published collections of old
photographs to see that bicycles
were everywhere. Any local event
would be sure to attract at least
one cyclist as spectator. I have seen
photos of steam traction engines
that have got out of control and left
the road up in the Cotswolds – and
there were cycles everywhere as
the spectators gathered. A photo of
the local hunt at Huntingford just
after World War Two shows piles
of bicycles stashed in the field
opposite the pub. I myself
remember seeing a hot-air balloon
making an emergency
landing on the outskirts
of Gloucester once,
when this was still a
rare thing to witness.
There were still enough
of us on bicycles then to
form streaming hordes
of cyclists all
converging on the
landing site.
In the villages and
country towns, cycles
were simply stood
against the kerb, never
locked and safe enough
unless it happened to be
market day and cattle
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were coming through. Poachers,
postmen, pedlars and policemen
were all on bicycles: poachers
could get quite close to game birds
in the hedgerow without
disturbing them (I can verify this
as I almost had one through my
front wheel at Elmore some years
ago.) For poachers the bicycle
enabled a quick, silent get-away at
three-times walking speed.

In Cowley recently I got talking to
a Mr Wilkins who had first come to
this area in the war as a young
evacuee. I told him I often used to
ride over to the river Coln and the
lovely villages along its valley. This
sparked his memory and he told
me of swimming in the lake of a
mansion somewhere over Bibury
way where it was apparently
forbidden. He said to me ”can you
imagine me on the vicar’s sit-upDuring World War Two,
and-beg bicycle being chased by a
bicycles proved invaluable in all
policeman on his bike through the
sorts of ways; aliens were not
lanes?” “Like something out of a
allowed to own one. Soon after the
Benny Hill show” I said, thinking
declaration of war, many cycle
of the one in which Benny was
shops had sold their stock out and
chased by bogus District Nurses on
it became a mend and make-do
bicycles!
era: tyres usually had to be
patched rather than be replaced if There were sections of the
they wore through. In Cheltenham, Women’s Land Army who
the “Fast Cycle” home guard
specialised in pest extermination.
platoon stood ready to ride out in They arrived en masse by bicycle
search of German parachutists.
to go into action at farms plagued
They would, of course, have been by rodents. The blackout and
subject to Home Guard
darkness in the countryside on
Regulations, Paragraph 170: Use of moon-less nights
proved unnerving,
pedal bicycles on authorized
and there were always
duties, with Paragraph 138 (v):
Travelling between home and place police and wardens on
the lookout for cyclists
of duty, allowing payment of a
showing too much
(then) 1/2d per mile.
light! Post-war

austerity ensured that the bicycle
remained very much in evidence:
in the words of a friend: “progress
was being able to afford a new
bicycle tyre.” In post-war
Cheltenham, perhaps some of
those old home guard bicycles
were to be found leant against the
railings of the county cricket
ground. This was known locally as
“the bicycle stand” since standing
on the saddle gave one a free view.
If you see one of these figures on
an old roadster, give them a wave,
there are a few still around
Gloucester I notice and one in
particular who carries fork, spade
etc to his allotment. Further out in
the countryside I cannot remember
the last time I saw one. A word of
caution though – make sure they
are genuine, they might just be a
member of the Veteran Cycle Club!

...think!

don't read
“The Spoke”
while riding
Illustration 12: Disappeared Characters
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Some day you're gonna..., Jordan Crane

In Spoke No. 8 I rambled on about
my racing in the 1950s (‘Hair
Yesterday - Gone Tomorrow’),
more specifically my track (velo)
racing at the famous Herne Hill
Stadium, London.

Herne Hill Memory
by Pete Day

In it I reminisced about a
bunched five mile event in which I
was in a race-winning position on
the home straight, eyeballs out
sprinting with a great mate of mine
John Barrett. I remembered the
clash of machines and that was it.
My next memory was of me being
helped to an ambulance, my left
collar bone just giving up as I was
hobbling away. I was pretty darn
sore and my silk race kit was in
tatters. I had no memory about of
how this had happened for I was
unconscious for a few seconds.
I had sent copies of Spokes 8
and 9 to John, who lives in Sussex.
He had read my ramblings and
after 51 years his conscience had
got the better of him. I print his
letter to me, profusely apologetic,
but well received . . .

Von Beuren, 1949
Getty Images

Peter (left) and John Barrett aged 17 in 1957. I am cadging a lift
on John's 125cc Lambretta. On this machine we used to travel to
far-away races, stripped down bikes and kit! Brrrrrr!
Dear Pete,
I have read both and enjoyed the Stonehouse Wheelers magazines,
with especial interest in your exploits and even notice that I have gained
a mention. That incident brings back memories. Although this is a little
embarrassing I’ll add a little more to that tale. I don’t know if you can
recall that event but on the second or third lap Charlie Bloor came down
onto my front wheel and on Reg Harris’s [former British World Sprint
Champion 40s and 50s] advice I leant on that wheel and took Charlie up
the slope but in doing that I brought EricVoice down. Anyway we
continued on with the race and on the last couple of laps there were
three of us and in this order, you in front then Charlie and me following
up in the rear. Come the last lap I thought to myself that I was in the
right position to win but I went too early and I am afraid due to lack of
experience I was so tense that I could not drag my bike down to the
inside of the track and we collided. I can still remember the two shiny
bikes and wheels clashing together.
My brother Ted who was standing by, heard someone say who the
bloody hell is that cowboy to which brother Ted said I don’t know (!!) as
he went running in our direction.
I like to think that this incident was again on Reg Harris’s advice,
which was that to prevent someone coming past you then hem him to
the barriers, but if truth was to be told I was scared and so stiff that I
could not drag the bike to the centre of the track. SORREEEEEEE!
This is the story I have told my fellow club members over and over
again and it also appears in my life story.
Once again it was very nice meeting you and Pat and all your bikes.’
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Halcyon Days and Nectar
by Tony Martin
called racing bikes – one had a
Dawes Red Feather which I have
lads had quite ordinary bikes,
subsequently found out had a 5either single speed or 3-speed
speed derailleur giving 54 inches
Sturmey Archer types. In our early
to 83 inches gearing – but of course
teens my elder brother and I were
with it’s dropped bars and flashy
bought new 3-speed bikes. Mine
paint it looked good –which is
was the Hercules Aston Tourist
what it’s owner wanted it for in his
street posing role!

When I was at school, most of us

Our bikes came from Sam M. Williams in Bristol Road, Gloucester
and cost about 21 guineas each.
There were two main cycle shops
in Gloucester then, the other being
T.G. Halls in Barton Street. T.G.
Hall was a big name in Gloucester
City Cycling Club then – a racing
man – and I found that as a young
lad waiting to be served in his
shop, any of his mates who came
in would be served in preference to
you no matter how long you’d
stood there. My brother found that
Sam Williams could be equally difficult to deal with. Sam had put an
shown in the advert. But don’t be
offer in the local paper to fit a hub
misled by the ‘531’ frame tubes –
dynamo at a very attractive price.
this wasn’t the light-weight tubing My brother took his BSA Star Rider
that we think of as ‘531’ now. My
in to take advantage of this; during
brother’s bike was an almost
conversation it transpired that Sam
identical BSA Star Rider. I guess
hated people who wore rubthat the SA gears would give you a ber-soled shoes – at which my
gearing range of 45 inch low, 60
brother tells me he felt a bit uneasy
inch normal and 80 inch high – so and tried not to move about too
quite restricted by modern
much! Sam held other strong opinstandards. Tyres were 26 inch low ions about the state of the nation in
pressure with Woods valves, and
those days, but it’s better to remain
with tools, food etc in the saddle
silent about them now.
bag the bikes would weigh in at
Well, I kept my bike until I was on
about 35lb or more. Clothing
my second car, finally selling it to
would normally be a sports coat
someone at Dowty for a tenner. It
and flannels with winter riding
confined more or less just to town never let me down, apart from
and back. I can only remember two punctures, the only thing I remember was the wire in the SA trigger
lads at school who had what we
breaking occasionally. After a
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couple of times standing around in
T.G.Halls shop for this, I used to
bind it up myself with thin wire at
its end for it always seemed to
break at the nipple. In a way I wish
now I hadn’t sold it, especially as
the bike I bought as a replacement
was a very inefficient smallwheeled folder. But a couple of
years ago I came across a bike in a
skip which, despite my guess of
being manufactured at least twenty
years later, is amazingly similar. I
retrieved it (with permission) and
found it to be of Austrian make – a
Puch “Toledo”. I guess this design
of bike had become frozen as a
general purpose type for thirty
years or so and then disappeared
with the advent of mountain bikes.
The bike has an SA 3-speed, 26
inch low pressure tyres and Woods
valves! Enough of the technicalities, what I remember is that on occasions I would use that original
bike for an all day ride and the effort involved in this would ensure
that you would surely remember
it! Join me now for some of those
rides.
One Easter the local paper
announced that there would be
water skiing on the Severn
between Westbury and Newnham.
Looking at the map for a suitable
vantage point I discovered for the
first time the existence of the
Arlingham peninsula. I went down
on A38, but by then it had
quietened down because M5 had
been built. (A38 was at one time
notorious for its three lanes with
unassigned centre lane and consequent head-on smashes.) The
view of the water skiing was distant and disappointing, but the
ride itself opened my eyes to the
landscape of the river. Total
mileage for the day was about 33
miles.

Another river ride during
which I learnt a sharp lesson indeed was down to Westbury on
Severn. The South Wales road had
such a reputation even then that
my brother and I cycled the whole
way down on the footpath. Strand
Lane in Westbury on Severn took
us down to the river at Garden
Cliff. Leaving the bikes we walked
up-river along the muddy foreshore below the cliffs. We noticed a
couple of local lads pack up fishing
and move off. A minute or so later
and we were a hundred yards or
more from where we had come
down onto the foreshore when I
noticed the white froth of an approaching bore. Oblivious of what
was about to happen I took a camera out and remember taking a
photo of the bore. The river rose so
quickly once the bore had passed
that we were soon cut off from our
exit point. The smart move would
have been to take shoes and socks
off, roll up trousers and go back
the same way. What we actually
did was to run, along a rapidly diminishing width of foreshore,
without any knowledge of how the
steep cliff on our left continued.
We were lucky, the cliffs petered
out and were replaced by a lumpy
grass bank up which we thankfully
scrambled. Returning by a footpath
along the top of the cliffs, we
looked down to where we had
been a couple of minutes before
and which was now under several
feet of water. Total mileage for the
day was about 26 miles.

bother as there was a landrover
parked in the road. Well what do
you think? Out comes an oldish
bloke and without a word moves it
out of the way! I don’t think such
things happen nowadays. We
crossed onto the A417 (a much
smaller, quieter road then) and
ended up in a small pub for a
much needed drink. The pub was
just a single room with a serving
hatch, at which the old lady who
served us stood the whole time we
were there, straining to hear what
we were saying! I half expected her
to ask us if we would not mind
speaking up a bit!
The other two Cotswolds
rides I remember were both solo
ones. There was a balloon festival
in Cirencester Park and I went over
via Portway, Buckholt Road,
Caudle Green, Park Corner and
onto the A419. At the festival entrance off A419, some girls on the
gate were so impressed by my cycling over from Gloucester that I got
in for free. Total mileage for the
day was about 36 miles, but with
hard pushing up Portway and out
of Caudle Green, though going
back was much easier.

The other Cotswold trip
was a ride to Sudeley Castle to see
an enactment by the sealed knot of
a civil war battle. I went through
Cheltenham and dodged the escarpment, going round via Gotherington and Gretton on a beautiful
summer’s day. On the lane leading
to Gotherington I kept being
passed by vintage cars and
Rides up onto the Cotswondered if I had cycled through a
wolds with such bikes were more
time warp – but no it was of course
difficult; usually we tackled the esthe Prestcott Hill climb traffic.
carpment by pushing up Portway.
Total mileage for the day was
On one ride my brother and I got
about 37 miles.
as far as Duntisbourne Abbots,
The one thing most of
where we stopped for me to take
some photos. At one spot I shouted those rides had in common, as I reto my brother that I wasn’t going to member, was that they were all on

nice summer days. On those bikes,
riding into the wind for any time
would exhaust you much more
than having to push up hills. That
Easter ride to Arlingham meant a
ride back to Gloucester against a
headwind and being so tired when
I got in that after a cooked meal,
bottled plums and custard to follow, I fell asleep until the evening.
Since those days I’ve come to believe that long distance riding
means dropped handlebars and being able to get down out of the
wind. But you know, those bottled
plums were like nectar. The gardens along our road had been an
orchard and I remember the old
guy next door telling us he could
eat a whole bottle of plums, they
were so good!
Comparing notes about
cycling in our youth, a friend,
Graeme, tells me that in the early
1960s he needed a bike for school,
paper round etc. Money was tight
so the village odd-job man was
commissioned to build up an ASP
(all spare parts) machine. It was the
familiar SA 3-speed, low pressure
26in tyres with a hub dynamo. He
can’t remember what the frame
was, perhaps a Hercules or Sunbeam, but it was fitted up with
Raleigh parts. Graeme was brought
up in a small village called Downton a few miles south of Salisbury,
on the edge of the New Forest.
There was a cycle shop in the village, but it was too expensive.
Graeme agrees with my recollection of these bikes as really only
being suitable for rides of 30 miles
maximum. Graeme found that the
springs in his freewheel were
prone to rusting up. Fortunately
there was a scrap tip in the village
where he could recover scrap
wheels and learn how to dismantle
an SA hub. One thing we differ on,
Graeme rode his bike off road
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across fields – something I never
did in my youth. My experience
was that if you had a good bike, it
was never ridden off road, though
some kids had hand-me-down
bikes with a minimum of bits on,
called “dirt-trackers” which they
rode across fields.

Expert Goes
for a ride
Over the last couple of issues we’ve been treated to the benefit of “Expert’s” accumulated
wisdom in matters cycling. Lest
you think he sits at home, pinching
stuff from books and magazines
from the comfort of an armchair,
an informant has anonymously
sent this report to the editor.

cable ties in his bag and using one
of these he was able to secure the
lamp to the handlebars – no problem he would be back well before
dark (or so he thought.)
Just the Waterlane side of
Bisley another tinkling sound became evident: that pothole had
weakened a spoke in the front
wheel and a touch of the brakes
had been enough to snap it. Expert
took out another couple of cable
ties and secured the remains of the
spoke to adjacent ones. Being a
lightweight sort of chap he
reckoned he would be able to carry
on without ruining the wheel.
Rolling nicely down the
Daneway he suddenly became
aware of a more serious noise, not
so much tinkling more like
screeching. He pulled in by the
pub at the bottom to find that his
rim had split open and a sliver was
catching the brake block. How he
escaped puncturing we do not
know. Luckily he had plenty of
cable ties left, so selecting some
12inch longer ones he bound the
rim and tyre up, trimmed the ends
with his folding scissors and
loosened off his front brake blocks.
Time to turn back, but even before
he had reached Bisley he became
vaguely aware that something by
his left foot was not quite as it
should be. That pothole had scored
thrice, the retaining bolt on the carrier stay had disappeared. Out
came the cable ties again, the smallest ones this time, and using some
miniature pliers he always carried
he secured the stay to the threaded
hole. Nothing to worry about yet,
though he was still far from walking distance to home.

On this ride we find Expert
making his way south across the
Cotswolds though we can’t say
where he started from of course.
Luckily (in view of what
happened) it was a fine summer’s
day when Expert set out. He hadn’t
gone far when he banged down
into a pothole (despite council assurances and statistics these do exist in large numbers along our
lanes.) The tinkling sound that followed came from his plastic headlamp dangling from it’s wiring.
It’s a bit of a drag up to the
Yes, Expert’s second home-made
Camp
from
Bisley and this is
aluminium alloy bracket had failed
where his chain broke. It wasn’t a
just like the first (metal fatigue –
what’s that?) Luckily he had some newfangled one and he didn’t
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carry a chain tool. Luckily he still
had some cable ties left. Selecting a
small one he used it to link the
chain and so he was able to carry
on, ratcheting the chain backwards
and forwards so that the repaired
link stayed between the sprockets
and chainwheel. Well it was better
than walking.
A few miles further on, just
when Expert was beginning to relax in the thought that his ordeal
would soon be over, a more serious
problem developed. The down
tube fractured at the bottom bracket, luckily just by a field gate and
without causing any loss of control. But Expert wasn’t beaten yet.
He set to work, retrieving from his
bag a short length of hacksaw
blade mounted in a wooden
handle. He used this to cut off an
angled section of his old steel carrier, which even with a piece missing
was still able to support his bag. A
slight adjustment to the angle of
the carrier section was necessary
and then it was strapped into position with some of his last remaining cable ties. Remounting gingerly
he ratcheted onward. The light had
not yet gone and there were still
one or two cyclists about on such a
nice evening. (We can report by
this time that he was in no mood to
lend his pump to any ill-prepared
mountain biker who tried to stop
him.)
I would like to be able to
tell you that he made it home successfully in this fashion – but it
wasn’t to be. He had got to within
walking distance of home (about 4
miles) when the freewheel failed.
He had read about a bodge to get
out of this problem which entailed
strapping the largest sprocket to
the spokes with cable ties, but he
tells me that he had never believed
this to be practical. He said though
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been impossible to ride fixed wheel
and ratchet the chain backwards
and forwards. Briefly he considered removing the chain and
pedals, strapping the saddle directly to the cross bar (with cable
ties) and proceeding as a velocipede. The fact that he was now in a
built-up area and kids were about
decided him against this. And so
our hero eventually arrived home,
pushing his cable tie bedecked machine alongside him. What a relief
he felt getting home, looking forward to a pot of tea and as he put
his key in the front door lock and
turned it, the shank broke off!

THE HITS AND MISSES OF
TANDEM RIDING
By Pete Day

I have written in previous editions
of the ‘Kwan-Spoke Magazine’
about our little ‘adventures’ with
our tandems (note the plural).The
‘our’ being me on the front (with
the brakes and gears - the pilot)
and Pat Ballinger, stoker
extraordinaire, with her own
handlebars, bell and mirror.

bends at speed. However as
already covered in those previous
articles, a modicum of c/s
(common sense) prevails. Or
should!

Add to this fact that as some
tandems are equipped with a brake
for the stoker, all manner of
problems can arise. Just imagine
the frustration of the pilot, eagerly
With due respect to tandemists
‘gunning it’ down a hill, then the
everywhere I learnt very early on
nervous, frightened stoker
that it was best if I had the controls
desperately pulling on the brake
and brakes. Okay I have
for all their worth.
moderated my desire to descend
rapidly (only on the tandem) as
The problem then is the hapless
these twicers do drop like stones.
pilot starts pedalling harder, the
Exhilarating to a point of devilstoker suddenly feels sorry for the
may-care, but with another person pilot, unclamps those white
on the back I had to be more
knuckled hands and the
considerate.
unencumbered machine
accelerates to twice the speed.
Having said that, Pat also got
the thrill of ‘ear-holing’ round
I am sure that somewhere in
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the world, with all this braking and
releasing, then braking again just
by the stoker had ended up with a
parting of the ways, with the
stoker clinging to the back of the
tandem or worse sitting on their
derriere whilst watching a
disappearing partner . . .
That’s why Pat has no brakes!

Hold tight, Pat, here comes
another sharp bend!

A Trip Down
the Vale
By Tony Martin
It is getting late in the year, after
another poor summer and I’ve not
managed a day ride down by the
river so far. So on the Monday
following an easy club ride in
September I start out at 9.20 a.m.
The day is dry but overcast and
despite the previous days ride
having been easy, I do feel a bit
sluggish. But I have a plan: I shall
wear those traditional leather
cycling shoes I bought off Mike
Bilney – they should make the
pedals on my old Dawes Warwick
really spin.

Epney and Saul, and the section of
towpath below Frampton before
getting onto Moorend Lane. That
farm on the corner, where it’s
always mucky – well today it’s
worse, there is a tractor and a
trailer brimming with muck in the
farmyard, with engine running,
and I can see on the road evidence
of where he will be going in a
minute or so. This seems like a
good time to test those shoes out
and I spin the pedals like mad,
getting past the destination field
gate without incident. These lanes
are so narrow, yet as we all know
there are plenty of drivers who
come at you without slackening
speed, this one is a 4x4 and I get
against the verge and come to a
stop, I can’t even bear to look at the
fool. I reach the Salmon Inn at
Wanswell, and just inside Rookery
Lane I take a short break on a
convenient seat. I reach Berkeley at
12.00, a curious place with its
estate properties all having the
same green paint on doors. Despite
having had a Nuclear Power
station on its doorstep for years, it
has always remained a “deadalive” sort of place, it’s probably
the influence of the estate.

Just past Ham where we had a
picnic on the green, I turn off to the
right and head for Hill. Coming
towards me is a nondescript
mountain biker jabbering into his
mobile (I am not to know it but we
shall meet again later.) Now to my
left stretches out a miniature
escarpment, starting at the
Whitcliff Deer park (did you know
that in Medieval England only the
King could enclose his deer parks,
so that he could hunt in other
people’s without hindrance?) As I
stop at the old red phone box in
Hill a “fast boy” passes me without
By 9.55 I’ve reached Castle Lane
and the sluggishness has worn off. a word – I guess my old Warwick
with its ex-army bags on the rack
I take the usual lanes through
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isn’t in his class- if only he’d
noticed my shoes though he might
have spoken! As I come to
Woodend lane on my left (that
disappointing farm track I wrote
about before), the real Cotswold
escarpment now shows up in the
distance. At the
Shepperdine/Nupdown sign I stay
on Sustrans route 41 to Oldbury,
crossing the Power Station road at
Oldbury Naite. I was intrigued by
this name and eventually found
out that it originally was “atten
aite” or “at the island” and then it
got garbled into “atte naite” as
those old English names often did.
This seemed quite reasonable until
I looked at my old OS map of circa
1830 to find it called Oldbury
Knights!
In Oldbury, at the junction of
Church Road, Featherbed Lane
and Camp Road, by the ‘old post
office’ there is a small village green
with a couple of seats and here at
1.00pm I take a break for grub and
tea. Best of all there is an
information board on the wall of
the old cottage behind me, from
which I find out that this is the site
of the old village pound and that
the cottage is a Methodist Chapel.
Also I find that “The Toot” is
where I expected it to be (Toot is an
old West Country word for a lookout place and there is a wellknown pinnacle in the Mendips
called Cleeve Toot.) I get going
again, through Pullens Green
where years ago I used to park the
car to go walking the estuary banks
on Sunday afternoons. Those
decrepit barn doors seem exactly
as I remember them years ago. I
can’t think of Pullens Green now
without calling to mind a vision of
a huge red-faced countryman
sleeping off a belly full of cider in a
little three-wheeler car in the pub
car park! All those old characters

mountain biker again coming out
of Berkeley – but this time he looks
over at me and I guess that he is
impressed - no doubt the hours
since we saw each other must be
many more than he could ever
cycle.

Illustration 13: A background of church bells from villages at the
foot of the downs
along the river seem to have
disappeared now. I turn down the
lane to the river at Cowhill. I came
here years ago on a folding
shopper-type bike, having left the
car at Pullens Green. I have a
particularly vivid memory of that
day, for just down the lane was a
garden which I suddenly noticed
had about a ten-foot high wire
fence around it. Yep – you got it –
out into that garden came a hound
from hell – it attacked that wire
like a mad thing trying to get at
me. The fence shook from the
onslaught and I wasn’t at all sure
that the thing could not get out. I
got past and out of sight before I
checked the map to see if there was
an escape route. No, I had to go
back the same way! I can tell you
that never again did that shopper
bike reach such speeds. Why
anyone should keep an animal like
that still amazes me after all these
years. (I did once have an Old
English Sheep dog break down a
fence to get at me, but then I was
riding the Warwick and I managed
a quick get-away.) Anyway, I now
see that the cottage has obviously
changed hands and bears no
relationship to how it once looked.
This sort of lane is “farm dog

I get back home at 6pm and after
checking on the map find I have
done 65.5 miles. The next day I
investigate the puncture and find it
was an old patch that had lifted –
so it wasn’t thorns on the
bridleway as I had suspected at the
time.

territory” though and I listen
carefully for any barking, but
today only the geese on the pond
start up a racket as I go by.
The lane ends up as a bridleway
and I manage to ride the Warwick
almost up to the flood bank, from
where I look over the estuary. I am
about two miles upstream of the
M48 bridge as the crow flies.
There’s nothing much to see today,
so back I go. This time by the pond,
the geese are after revenge for my
startling them, but I outwit them
and get by. On the way back along
the road between Hill and Ham I
notice that the bigger houses are all
well set back from the road, with
long drives, only the smaller
cottages are at the roadside. These
bigger houses were once
farmhouses with orchards fronting
the property. Just by the drive to
Worldsend Farm I suddenly
become aware of a soft back tyre.
Opposite the drive is a field gate
where I attend to the business, but
try as I might I can’t find anything
inside the tyre. I just stuff the old
tube in my bag and put the spare
on. This makes the whole ride back
slightly worrying, and I have to
keep checking the tyre is OK. I
suddenly see that nondescript
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famous British racing cyclists in
modern times, a national
champion many times as an
amateur, including three times
winner of the round the Isle of
Man time trial. Then as a
professional he was captain of the
Yesterday, August 26th, I received events. I used to stay at Bob’s
B.S.A. team which won the Tour of
capacious abode in Sutton
a phone call to tell me the sad news
Britain and team prize in 1953.
Coldfield. His house was full of
that my old mate Bob Maitland
From this success Bob became a
trophies, medals and memorabilia,
had died in France, whilst on a
top record breaker in place-toincluding his late wife’s
cycling holiday. He was 85 years
place attempts for B.S.A., his peers
contributions to the treasure trove.
old.
being Ken Joy and Eileen Sheridan
Muriel Maitland was a wonderful
(Hercules).
In issue No. 8 of The Spoke
and glamorous cyclist in her own
magazine (‘Hair Yesterday - Gone right and I have a photo of both of OLYMPIC GAMES
Tomorrow’) I reminisced about my them racing in a 2-up time trial.
But before all this he was picked in
comeback to racing in the 1980s
1948
to represent England in the
Later in the year I travelled with
and my great friendship with my
London Olympics road race, and
Bob to Austria and Germany
hero in cycling Bob Maitland.
gained a team silver medal.
where we raced in the Veterans
Later in his life Bob used to visit World Cup series of road races
Back to his professional career
Pat and me and even came out
including a mountain massed start. Bob was a member of the Hercules
with the Wheelers -- a ride to
Bob became World Champion in
professional team which in 1955
Coopers Hill to enjoy our company his age group on two occasions,
took part in the Tour de France.
and taste the famous cakes!
and we raced as a team in a 2-up
(He told me that he had his B.S.A.
time
trial
finishing
on
the
FIRST MEETING
frame sprayed as a ‘Hercules’ for
Hungarian border, as described in this occasion!)
I met Bob in 1986 at a veterans
Spoke 8.
cycle road race in Bridgenorth,
Unfortunately half way through
Bob was one of the most
Shropshire. I noted on my start
sheet the name R. J. Maitland. On
enquiring to another competitor
was that Bob Maitland? He replied
‘Yes that is him, and he’s over
there’ pointing to a small chap
sitting with his dog.

Bob Maitland
(31 March 1924 – 26 August 2010)
Goodbye old friend
By Pete Day

I went up to him and shaking
his hand said ‘Hello Bob, I’m Pete
Day, and I don’t want to embarrass
you but you were my hero when I
was a kid!’
Anyway, we raced together in
that road race and it was fantastic
watching this master tactician
floating from wheel to wheel to
gain a better position in the bunch.
Sheer class.
After that event we met at a lot
of races throughout this country,
racing in our own age related
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Bob Maitland (left), Pete and Reg Randall (former British 24
hour champion and Lands End to John o’ Groats record holder
1958, 2 days 1 hour (874 miles!) at a David Duffield Charity
ride.

the Tour, when following the
eventual winner Louison Bobet
(winner three times) down a
mountain pass Bob overcooked it
on a bend and crashed over, which
ultimately put him out injured.
However, he still had a racing
career and raced in a number of
Continental Classics, including
Milan San Remo and Paris-Nice,
and a tough single day race part of
which was being paced behind
Derny motorbikes. Scary!
After his retirement Bob raced
in amateur races with distinction.
EASIER TIMES
In recent years Bob just cycled for
enjoyment. On his 80th birthday he
cycled 80 miles accompanied by
hundreds of well-wishers in the
Birmingham area.

Coopers Hill. Bob Maitland, Pete, tandem no.2 and Mrs. from the
café. Pat is A.W.O.L.!

He inspired so many over the
years to race and cycle, and Marion
Teal still has his autograph he gave
her at a Bike Show at Earls Court
in the 1950s, and when I told her
that he was visiting she couldn’t
wait to see him. I’m sure there was
a photograph of this occasion.
Ahhhh!

Even legends can't escape punctures. Gordon Smith offers
professional advice to Bob
To bring this piece to a close I
have to say I will really miss Bob.
However his memories will live
on, and I will always remember
enjoying his company in racing
and the times spent with Pat and
me at Rose Cottage.

Photographs courtesy of
Malcolm Jackson
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